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russia geography history map facts britannica com - the russian republic was established immediately after the russian
revolution of 1917 and became a union republic in 1922 during the post world war ii era russia was a central player in
international affairs locked in a cold war struggle with the united states in 1991 following the dissolution of the soviet union
russia joined with several other former soviet republics to form a loose, josef stalin new world encyclopedia - iosif
vissarionovi stalin born iosif vissarionovich dzhugashvili december 18 1878 o s december 6 march 5 1953 usually
transliterated josef stalin consolidated power to become the absolute ruler of the soviet union between 1928 and his death in
1953 stalin held the title general secretary of the central committee of the communist party of the soviet union 1922 1953 a
position, wai architecture think tank - aaron betsky spoke with cruz garcia and a packed house on the future of
architecture in a conversation about taliesin arts and crafts education manifestoes publishing and curating as platforms to
delve into architecture s ambitions challenging the status quo politics and architecture the possibility of queer spaces
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